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A group of ex-policemen brought out of retirement to work on unsolved crimes. The squad is headed by Detective Chief Superintendent Steve McDonald, who is joined by Detective Chief Inspector Gerry Standing and Detective Chief Inspector Chris Sarsons.

Despite Dennis Waterman's decision to quit New Tricks BBC One just two episodes into the popular cop drama's 12th and reportedly final run, New Tricks Knowledge.ca New Tricks is a BBC television drama series which follows the work of the Metropolitan Police Service's Unsolved Crime and Open Case Squad UCOS. Tamzin Outhwaite: 'The New Tricks finale shows the best of UCOS. New Tricks was a British television drama on the BBC. Twelve full series comprising 107 episodes have been broadcast between 2003 and 2015. The BBC Watch New Tricks Online Streaming CouchTuner FREE Amazon.com: New Tricks: Season 1: Amanda Redman, James Bolam, Paul Seed, Jamie Payne, Jon East: Movies & TV. New Tricks, TV review: Predictable fun held together by a relatively.

Aused' Amanda Redman, former star of New Tricks, criticised the programme when she left in 2013. It is now cancelled to make way for more New Tricks TV Series 2003 -- IMDb Three retired cops are called back into action as a unit to give new attention to unsolved old cases. New Tricks - TV.com 23 Feb 2015. New Tricks to end after 12th series, BBC confirms. The long-running crime drama will come to an end to make room for new series. By Morgan ?Can't Teach Old Dog New Tricks MythBusters Discovery The Mythbusters wondered: Is it possible to teach an old dog new tricks? Find out from the Mythbusters if it is possible to teach an old dog new tricks. New Tricks last series: why is Dennis Waterman leaving? New Tricks was a British procedural comedy-drama that follows the work of the fictional Unsolved Crime and Open Case Squad UCOS of the Metropolitan Police Service. BBC One's New Tricks is axed after 12 years Daily Mail Online The hugely popular New Tricks, starring Alun Armstrong, Amanda Redman, Dennis Waterman and James Bolam, sees a group of ex-policemen brought out of retirement to work on unsolved crimes. The squad is headed by Detective Chief Superintendent Steve McDonald, who is joined by Detective Chief Inspector Gerry Standing and Detective Chief Inspector Chris Sarsons.